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ABSTRACT

Effective use of educational technology depends on knowledge of why and how to utilize technology to solve teaching and learning problems. The present study first conducts a systematic literature review of the limited studies undertaken on multimedia instruction applications for engineering education to critique the current status of knowledge in this area. The conventional qualitative content analysis method was employed for data analysis. The results highlighted the incompatibility of three basic educational elements i.e. engineering curriculum, educational resources and engineering students’ learning characteristics all of which posed major challenges in teaching and learning engineering courses. Multimedia instruction enhances engineering students’ understanding of engineering concepts, procedures, problems and solutions through direct visualization. Furthermore, it could indirectly assist students in achieving higher order learning levels and skills through enhancing or supporting educational resources and increasing students’ motivation. Mobile multimedia instruction and a student-generated multimedia learning approach to improve engineering education are suggested for future research.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Multimedia instruction is one of the well-known teaching methods and using technology in the realm of education. Multimedia learning experts define multimedia as the combination of words and pictures. The words can be textual or verbal, and the pictures can be any graphics such as photos, illustrations, videos, and animations [1]. Multimedia instruction is based on the cognitive theory of multimedia learning (CTML). According to this theory, multimedia learning occurs when a learner builds mental representations from words and pictures connecting them to his or her previous knowledge [1]. This theory is grounded in three research-based principles: dual-channel theory, limited capacity theory, and active processing theory [2]. According to dual-channel theory, working memory has two different channels for auditory and visual representation which are processed differently, separately and concurrently [3]. In the limited capacity theory, however, each part of working memory has limited capacity. Thus, it is impossible to store or manipulate infinite amounts of information [4]. Finally, the active processing theory states that individuals construct their knowledge in meaningful ways by serving relevant materials, organizing them into a coherent mental structure, and integrating them with their prior knowledge [1].

Mayer [5], extracted twelve multimedia instruction principles to increasing learning effectively through reducing learners’ cognitive load. Based on these principles, people learn better when: extraneous material is excluded, essential material is highlighted, graphics and narration are combined, words and pictures are presented at the same time and near each other, words are presented in conversational style, spoken by a friendly human voice, and material is segmented and presented in learners’ pace. However, as Reeves (2006) argued, the mentioned principles are not enough for conducting effective multimedia instruction in practice. He stated that multimedia instruction should be considered as design rather than science.
Therefore, the designers should try to find effective solutions for practical problems in the context based on existing solutions and available facilities via an iterative cycle.

Regarding different problems facing students and instructors in learning and teaching subjects in each field, there is a need to consider each field separately. It means, for each field such as engineering, multimedia instruction designers should have enough knowledge about existing problems and multimedia instruction-based solutions in the field.

Regarding the lack of research studies which categorize teaching and learning problems and multimedia instruction-based solutions for learning and teaching engineering, this study is conducted to help the multimedia instruction designers for engineering education. Furthermore, it can help engineering education researchers to figure out current issues and challenges in multimedia instruction research for further research by addressing the current state of research in this area. Thus, the main objectives of this research are:

- To explore the current state of multimedia instruction research in engineering education
- To investigate the challenges in teaching and learning engineering courses that can be solved via multimedia instruction.
- To investigate the ways through which multimedia instruction improves teaching and learning in engineering courses.

Reviewing existing research studies related to the applications of multimedia instruction for teaching and learning engineering subjects can be considered as a way to achieve the mentioned objectives.

2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

2.1. Data Collection

The data collection method for this research was adopted from Kitchenham [6] procedure of collecting data in a systematic literature review to detect and collect as much appropriate literature as possible. The general steps consist of: identifying search resources or databases, defining the search term, and explaining inclusion and exclusion criteria. The elaboration of each step is as follows:

2.1.1. Databases

Three major online databases associated with the field of education were searched. These databases were Web of Science, ERIC (Education Resource Information Center), and Scopus.

2.1.2. Search term

The titles, abstracts, and keyword fields of the databases were searched to find all papers dealing with multimedia instruction applications for engineering education. The search term was:

"multimedia AND engineering AND (courseware OR instruction OR teaching OR education)"

2.1.3. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

This review studied journal articles from the last eleven years; i.e. 2004 until end of 2014. In addition, to further improve the quality of the research, only peer reviewed journal papers were reviewed. Applying these conditions, 101 papers from Web of science, 50 papers from ERIC, and 100 papers from Scopus were collected. After combining and excluding similar papers, 201 papers were studied.

In the first stage, the unrelated papers were excluded by skimming the titles, abstracts, and occasionally, the body of the papers. As this review focused on engineering education at the university level, papers [7] investigating engineering education at lower levels were excluded from the list of candidate papers. Another limitation was the interactivity level of learning materials. There are different approach to interactivity in multimedia learning [8], however, high interactive multimedia learning environments like simulation, virtual reality, and micro-world were excluded in this research because the fundamental learning theory for high interactive learning environments is essentially different from CTML as the fundamental theory of multimedia instruction. Besides, according to the Moreno, and Mayers’[9], definition of interactivity in multimedia instruction is limited to the four basic features of the learning material: start, stop, forward, and backward. Therefore, papers that looked into simulation like [10] and virtual labs like [11] were excluded from this study. Subsequent to the first phase of analysis, 45 papers remained.

2.2 Data analysis method

Considering the objectives of this study, i.e. investigating diverse challenges in teaching and learning and ways of overcoming these challenges through multimedia instruction, the papers were not categorized into smaller groups. Also, qualitative document analysis method was chosen to analyze papers with diverse and complex challenges and solutions. The general phases of this method are:
reading all the papers to obtain the whole picture, open coding, and finally, categorizing and organizing codes into meaningful hierarchical clusters and themes [12]. QSR Nvivo 10 software was used for performing qualitative data analysis. The constructed themes were checked and confirmed by two experts to increase the validity of the results.

3. FINDINGS

3.1. The current state of multimedia instruction research in engineering education

The selected papers are listed in Appendix 1. For each paper, the authors, publishing year, course, field, multimedia presentation technique, and delivery platform are mentioned. Several multimedia presentation techniques were identified from the selected papers: a) standard multimedia (M), which is the combination of texts, sounds, and graphics, b) animation (A), in which animated graphics, sounds, and texts are combined, and c) video (V), whereby real videos were used. In addition, three different delivery platforms were recognized: C was used to identify computer-based instruction, W for web-based instruction, and M for mobile-based instruction.

The following figures and tables show the quantitative analysis of the results. Fig. 1 depicts the number of research papers for each year in the last decade. Although the data reveals fluctuations in the last ten years, multimedia instruction for engineering education research was found to be an attractive path demonstrating a large potential for research and innovation whose claim is supported by the diversity of engineering fields and courses depicted in Table 1. Nevertheless, the variety of papers in engineering fields does not imply any significance of multimedia instruction in different engineering fields. Other factors, such as field expansion around the world, might provide better explanations for this phenomenon. For instance, mechanical engineering is taught in most engineering universities, and as such, it could not be compared with other fields like graphic engineering or geotechnical engineering.

![Fig. 1. The Number Of Research Papers That Studied Multimedia Instruction For Engineering Education From 2004 Until 2014](image)

![Table 1. The List Of Fields And The Number Of Papers For Each One](table)

Fig. 2 reveals the different delivery platforms employed for multimedia instructions from 2004 to 2013. It can be seen that the number of papers studying computer-based multimedia instruction gradually decreased, while the number of web-based multimedia instruction research papers gradually increased with only three out of thirty eight papers using both platforms. Thus, there is a platform shift from computer to web for multimedia instruction for engineering education research. Furthermore, mobile-based multimedia instruction was found to be of limited use in the period as there were only two papers investigating mobile-based multimedia instruction for engineering education.
Fig. 2. The Number Of Multimedia Instruction Delivery Platforms From 2004 Until 2014

Fig. 3 shows the multimedia presentation techniques and the number of papers using these techniques. Seventy nine percent of the papers used standard multimedia, fifty percent used real video, and forty two percent used animation to illustrate the intended concept or procedure. Nevertheless, the combination of standard multimedia and video was the most frequently used method followed by the combination of standard multimedia and animation which showed that the use of only one multimedia presentation technique had not been a favorable method for teaching engineering courses and that instructors and designers utilized different presentation techniques based on students’ needs.

Fig. 3. Multimedia Presentation Techniques And The Number Of Papers That Used Those Techniques

3.2. Engineering Education Challenges

The main challenges in teaching and learning engineering courses at universities, which could be solved by multimedia instruction, are synthesized in Fig. 4. The challenges had been due to the incompatibility of three basic educational elements: engineering curriculums, educational resources, and engineering students’ learning styles.

The first element, i.e. engineering curriculums involves engineering programs, curriculum design and development some of whose characteristics cause teaching and learning difficulty. First, engineering courses and subjects are difficult to be understood by students [13-19]. Second, some engineering disciplines, such as industrial engineering, represent a combination of different branches of knowledge and skills, including physical science, social science, and engineering principles and methods [20, 21]. Finally, there is a gap between theory and practice. In fact, even though a considerable part of engineering subjects and courses are realistic and practical, existing theories are unable to cope with some problems and challenges in real situations [22]. For example, handling hands-on exercise and understanding practical measurement instances without relevant work experience in applying standard rules to non-standard building design services can be very difficult [22].

Fig. 4. Incompatibility Of Students’ Learning Styles, Educational Resources, And Engineering Curriculum

The second element, i.e. educational resources, incorporates teachers, teaching time, course books, and practical experiences the main characteristic of which is limitation. Educational resources are associated with different sets of limitations. The first limitation, i.e. limitation in quality, means that the quality of resources is insufficient. Some educational resources, such as course books, are incapable of explaining difficult concepts due to printing limitations. In some cases, authors include extra educational materials in the form of CDs or DVDs to the book to remedy the situation [19]. The second limitation is concerned with quantity. In other words, the quantity of the resources is inadequate. For example, the number of existing lab facilities or the amount of lab materials is not enough to cater to the needs of students. This is because, executing experimental tests for and with civil engineering students can be very expensive as the cost of conducting a bending test on a 9-meter
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The teaching and learning challenges and the
impact of the associated characteristics are
elaborated in the following subsections.

3.2.1. Incompatibility of educational resources’
characteristics and engineering students’
learning characteristics

The incompatibility of educational resources’
characteristics and students’ learning characteristics
reduces learning quality. There are several types of
incompatibilities: incompatibility of traditional
teaching styles and engineering students’ learning
styles, incompatibility of teaching speed and
learning speed, incompatibility of course books
style with students’ learning styles, and poor
accessibility of educational resources.

Firstly, incompatibility of traditional teaching
styles and engineering students’ learning styles
means that engineering students are mostly visual
and sensing learners [24]. However, the teaching
method employed in engineering classes is usually
traditional or predominantly verbal [13, 17].
Therefore, traditional lectures are not in harmony
with the learning styles of engineering students.
This incompatibility decreases teaching and
learning quality and students’ motivation [24]

Incompatibility of teaching speed with learning
speed in traditional classes means that the teaching
pace is too fast, and hence, students are unable to
follow the lecturer and fail to learn correctly. The
students’ learning speed differs mainly due to their
previous knowledge, but the teaching speed is
identical for all [13].

Incompatibility of course book style with
students’ learning styles, the third incompatibility,
is indicative of the fact that engineering course
books, being the main educational material, are
text-based, and so, difficult concepts and
procedures are not enough comprehensible for the
visually-oriented students. For instance, according
to Ozcelik and Acarturk [19], the computer network
course book does not provide sufficient
comprehension for computer engineering students.

The forth incompatibility, i.e. poor accessibility
of educational resources is suggestive of
engineering students’ need of immediate access to
learning materials while doing learning activities.
However, student access to lectures may be limited
to the class schedule in traditional systems. Besides,
they may not have immediate access to other
learning materials such as course books [26].

3.2.2. Incompatibility of engineering curriculums’
characteristics and students’ learning characteristics

Some teaching and learning problems are caused
by incompatibility of engineering curriculums with
characteristics of students’ learning styles. In this
regard, unfavorable courses in the engineering
programs and inflexibility of class schedules are
two salient issues, which are explained below.

The first problem is related to existing
unfavorable courses in engineering programs.
Engineering students feel some courses do not have
a bearing on their future jobs. So, they may not be
strongly motivated to pursue such courses. As a
consequence, teaching and learning such courses
are difficult for both instructors and students.
Fraile-Ardanuy, Garcia-Gutierrez [27] reported the
existence of this problem in the course of teaching
and learning electrical machinery for civil
engineering students. The second problem, class
schedule inflexibility signifies that students’ low
class attendance is a salient issue which should be
remedied by a plan to support students based on their time and place [14, 16].

3.2.3. Incompatibility of engineering curriculums and educational resources

The limitations of educational resources in quality, quantity, and accessibility to cover educational needs have led to many challenges faced by lecturers involved in teaching engineering courses which include teaching difficult concepts and procedures, teaching amalgamated courses, and teaching within a limited class time.

The first problem is that the engineering concepts and procedures are usually too difficult to be explained by instructors via the traditional chalk and talk teaching method [13-17]. For example, Junaidu [17] asserted that some data structure algorithms, such as Dijkstra's single-source shortest paths algorithm, are very difficult to be explained on the board.

The second problem is difficulties in teaching amalgamated fields and courses by only one lecturer via traditional teaching methods. In fact, students need to learn via different approaches and resources to be able to have a holistic view and a bigger picture of the issue [20, 21].

The third problem concerns teaching time limitations which cause numerous problems in covering the syllabus and achieving course objectives. For instance, Peñín, Morales [28] reported this problem for teaching the technical drawing course.

3.3. Multimedia Instruction Applications

Multimedia instruction solves or reduces the above mentioned challenges in different ways. This improves engineering students' learning directly by increasing students' understanding and students' learning in different levels indirectly via enhancing or supporting educational resources and increasing students' motivation. The applications, shown in Fig. 5, are elaborated in the following subsections.

3.3.1. Increasing students' understanding

Multimedia instruction increases engineering students' understanding of difficult concepts and procedures directly. There are two different ways to achieve this objective: visualization and interactivity.

In visualization, multimedia materials are employed to visualize difficult abstract concepts and procedures to support visually-oriented engineering students [24, 29]. Junaidu [17], for instance, used web-based animation to explain difficult data structure algorithms such as Dijkstra's single-source shortest paths algorithm. The results of his study showed that students' learning achievement improved when they used these animations along five years of exploration. The power of different illustration techniques to explain difficult concepts and procedures are not identical. For example, Sidhu [13] submitted that it is impossible to show curvilinear motion of a robotic arm while moving from one point to another, necessary for explaining motion path algorithm via static graphics or 2D animation, and so, used 3D animation to explain this algorithm. Therefore, using the proper presentation technique is of paramount importance, but there are challenges in choosing the appropriate presentation technique, which are further elaborated in the discussion section.

Another aspect of visualization is using real photos and videos to support engineering students who are predominantly sensing learners [24, 29]. This is likely to assist them in sensing and realizing engineering concepts, procedures, and artifacts in real situations [16, 23, 24, 30-33]. For example, Yuen and Naidu [33] used a video file, filmed in one year period, recording whole construction sequence to explain construction sequence of deep basement excavation. The researchers suggested this method to bridge the gap between theory and practice.

Visual materials not only help engineering students to understand concepts and procedures, but also enable them to understand engineering problems. Research suggests that real videos can be employed to explain real engineering problems and to describe the real situation of a problem as part of multimedia case study approach for teaching engineering courses such as Introduction to Engineering [34-38]. In doing so, understanding problem definition and the real situation is crucial for solving problems especially in engineering fields.

Interactivity, as the second way, forms an important capability of multimedia instruction which can increase students' learning and understanding as students can use interactive multimedia material based on their learning speed [13, 16, 31, 39] choosing, stopping, starting, rewinding, forwarding, and repeating while using it. These facilities enable the students to control the content and information flow further stimulating students into action [31].
3.3.2. Supporting educational resources

Multimedia instruction is capable of supporting educational resources such as course book, instructors, teaching time, and lab facilities via different ways. Multimedia instruction can support instructors through different ways enabling engineering teachers to explain difficult concepts and procedures effortlessly [13, 17, 40]. For example, Technology Assisted Problem Solving (TAPS) package helps instructors to explain motion path algorithm by showing curvilinear motion whose task is too difficult to explain via the traditional method [13]. Furthermore, multimedia instruction can support instructors to conduct other teaching methods. For example, it can be combined with problem based learning and case based learning methods to assist students in achieving higher order cognitive skills and soft skills such as critical thinking and communication skills [31]; [33, 34, 36-38, 41-45].

Through the second way, the reduction of lecturing time, multimedia instruction enables instructors to teach difficult concepts and procedures in less time [13, 17, 76-78]. Therefore, the instructors have more time to conduct other teaching methods and encourage students to do more learning activities in class.

The third way, i.e. replacing or supporting practical experiences, providing virtual experience through presenting engineering procedures via real videos or other multimedia presentation techniques, the gap between theory and practice and the difficulties in providing real experience for students can be covered [20, 23]. Furthermore, multimedia instruction can support students in doing practical learning activities. For instance, Patterson [24] used diagrams, color photos, lab equipment videos and video-based instruction of experiments as a multimedia lab manual for preparing students to do lab activities. The results showed that students’ learning and satisfaction in the group that used multimedia lab manual were more enhanced compared to the other group that used the text-based manual.

In the fourth way, i.e. increasing the accessibility of educational resources, involved heterogeneity of students in terms of intellectual aptitude, availability throughout the day, and lodgings which means that there is an ever-increasing need for asynchronous teaching methods in which students impose their own study pace, at the time and place they themselves decide. Increasing students’ access to a course material through multimedia instruction assists them in learning out-of-class according to their pleasure [31, 42, 43]. Nevertheless, students need immediate access to learning materials which is not possible through PC-based multimedia instruction. Mobile multimedia instruction is an effective solution to support students’ learning activities [26].

The fifth way is to support course books. Taking into account the limitation of course books to explain difficult concepts or procedures, some authors developed multimedia materials to remedy the situation. Furthermore, by adding QR code to the course book, students are empowered to watch related multimedia materials while reading books via smart phones. For example, by adding QR codes to computer networks course book and using smart phone to watch related animations while reading the book, students’ retention improved using the book and watching multimedia animation by laptop or PC [19]. The researcher also noted that this method increased students’ motivation to spend more time on course materials.

3.3.3. Increasing students’ motivation

As Benkrid and Clayton [44] claimed, the biggest enemy of students’ learning is apathy. Multimedia instruction can increase engineering students’ interest, satisfaction, self-efficacy, self-confident, and motivation because it enhances students’ achievement, it is more appealing, and creates a linkage between theory and real-world applications [15, 24, 31, 44, 45]. For instance, the majority of students participating in the survey found that multimedia laboratory manual had been more interesting than text-based manual [24]. In addition, increasing students’ motivation enhances the quantity and quality of their learning because it encourages students to study more [44] increasing students’ cognitive engagement [1].
4. DISCUSSION

In this section, both the challenges and the solutions in the realm of multimedia instruction for engineering education are elaborated to suggest future research thus achieving the third objective of this study.

4.1. Challenges related to the why question

As mentioned earlier, a major issue in engineering education research is investigating effective solutions for engineering education problems. Thus, an in-depth study of the educational challenges seems to be in order at this juncture. Numerous challenges exist in engineering education. Although Figure 4 does not show an exhaustible list of the existing challenges, it can be used to describe some major challenges in teaching and learning engineering courses at the university level. Although multimedia instruction can relatively cover the mentioned challenges, it cannot solve these problems alone. Furthermore, lack of instructors’ intention to change their teaching methods and use innovative teaching methods akin to multimedia instruction still remains as a big issue.

Much research has to be conducted to remedy the incompatibility of engineering curriculums and engineering students’ learning characteristics as an engineering education challenge. The new generation of students are usually goal-oriented and wish to engage in learning activities that suit their needs [46, 47]. Not surprisingly, they do not wish to be involved in courses that are thought to be irrelevant to their future jobs. Although using multimedia instruction increases their motivation to learn such courses, the curriculum development experts should undertake more research to deal with this issue [79-81].

Besides, engineering academics, as an educational resource, have a crucial role in using other educational resources to eradicate or lessen the incompatibility of the existing resources, students’ learning characteristics and engineering curriculums. This means that they should not only enhance their teaching effectiveness, but also make or follow effective strategies to use other educational resources effectively. In doing so, the main challenge is lack of rewards or incentives for teaching and low digital fluency among faculty members. According to the NMC Horizon Report, “There is an overarching sense in the academic world that research is first, while teaching is an obligation that must be performed.” Furthermore, “training in the supporting skills and techniques are rare in teacher education and non-existent in the preparation of faculty.” [48]. Therefore, there is a need to conduct more extensive research to explore the proper ways for supporting the lecturers. Student-generated multimedia learning, which is elaborated in the section 4.2.3, can be considered as an alternative to face this issue [82,83,84].

4.2. Challenges Related to the How Question

There are several challenges in the existing multimedia instruction solutions which have been discussed in section 3.3. Selecting proper material presentation techniques and delivery methods, and the role of students are the main challenges that need more deliberation and research to improve the multimedia instruction capabilities and effectiveness [85,86].

4.2.1. Selecting proper infrastructure

The First challenge concerns the change in the global trend of web access and watching multimedia materials from desktop to mobile. For example, according to ComScore reports, in the U.S., the time spent on mobile apps exceeded desktop web access in Jan 2014 [49] and in Germany, mobile video users grew by 215%, whilst online video via desktop PC or laptop users grew only 1.5% [50]. Also, according to YouTube statistics, 40% of its global watch time comes from mobile devices like smart phones and tablets [51]. Furthermore, engineering students, as members of the new generation of learners, should be supported by mobile multimedia instruction because they are not only visual and sensing learners, but also mobile, impatient, always on-line and need immediate support [46]. In addition to providing ubiquitous access to the learning materials, smart phones can support students through innovative ways like location aware multimedia instruction [52]. Despite the need for instructional designers to migrate to mobile multimedia instruction, this was studied in only two out of thirty eight papers. Thus, there is a need to conduct more research on mobile multimedia learning and instruction.

4.2.2. Selecting proper techniques

The second challenge is making decisions as to the appropriate techniques for presenting educational multimedia materials such as simple multimedia, videos or animations, especially 3D animations. In fact, forty two percent of the papers used educational animations have used a successful method of teaching and learning procedural knowledge. From the lecturers’ viewpoint, static graphics or even 2D animations cannot adequately and accurately explain the concept or procedure in some subjects, but there is no comparative study between effectiveness of animation and static
4.2.3. The material producer issue

The third challenge involves lack of research on student-generated multimedia material as a multimedia learning approach. The lecturer-generated multimedia material is the predominant strategy of multimedia instruction for engineering education. In fact, in all the reviewed papers, the multimedia learning materials were developed by researchers and students watching them as consumers whose strategy has some limitations. For example, most lecturers have insufficient time to develop multimedia learning materials. Some may not possess adequate skills to produce high quality multimedia learning materials. However, according to the NMC Horizon Report, one of the key trends in speed up higher education technology acceptance is the shift from students as consumers to students as creators [48]. This strategy is supported by the constructivism and the social constructivism learning approaches. Moreover, this can increase students’ creativity and skills in digital material creation. Regarding the unique capabilities of mobile phones in capturing a situation and producing multimedia materials, mobile learning experts suggest that the multimedia materials should be produced by learners [56-58]. Therefore, further research needs to be conducted on this strategy, its strong and weak points, and other relevant issues [88].

5. CONCLUSION

Multimedia instruction has proved its effectiveness in teaching and learning engineering courses solving some major educational challenges. One major challenge is the incompatibility of the three basic educational elements, which are engineering curriculums, educational resources, and learners’ characteristics. Although multimedia instruction can reduce these challenges, one important issue is lecturers’ resistance to change and to improve their teaching methods. Therefore, much more research needs to be conducted to deal with this issue.

The principal benefit of multimedia instruction for engineering education is increasing students’ understanding of engineering concepts, procedures, problems, and solutions via visual materials which can be delivered through interactive ways. Enhancing students’ motivation, as another benefit of multimedia instruction, can also increase the quality and the frequency of students’ engagement with learning materials. In addition, this can improve students’ learning by replacing, supporting or promoting educational resources like class time, instructors, course books and real experiences. By reducing needed time for teaching difficult concepts and procedures, multimedia instruction enables teachers to use teaching time more efficiently and to have sufficient time to use on other time-consuming teaching methods like group discussions. Furthermore, it can be used in combination with other teaching methods such as problem based learning and case based learning to assist students in achieving higher order cognitive skills and soft skills.

Finally, further research needs to be undertaken on the exploration of the huge potential of mobile multimedia instruction and student-generated multimedia learning strategies to improve engineering competencies among students and the gaps thereof.
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Appendix 1:

The List Of Research Papers That Studied Multimedia Instruction For Engineering Education From 2004 Until 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Course/ Subject</th>
<th>Field (Engineering)</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Technical Drawing</td>
<td>Graphic</td>
<td>M, A</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Engineering Design</td>
<td>Mechanical, Mechatronics, Materials</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>C, W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Engineering Project Management, Engineering System Analysis</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>C, W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Manufacturing Systems</td>
<td>Mechanical</td>
<td>M, V</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Properties of Material</td>
<td>Electrical, Materials</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Digital Signal Processing</td>
<td>Electrical, Computer</td>
<td>M, A</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Engineering Dynamics</td>
<td>Mechanical</td>
<td>M, A</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Unit Operations</td>
<td>Chemistry and Food</td>
<td>A, V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Introductory Circuits</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Engineering System Analysis</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>M, A, V</td>
<td>C, W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Production, Planning and Control</td>
<td>Mechanical</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mechanics dynamics</td>
<td>Mechanical</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Building Services measurement</td>
<td>Building Services</td>
<td>M, A</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Introductory Mechanics</td>
<td>Mechanical</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Geotechnical applications</td>
<td>Geotechnical</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Data structure</td>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Mechanical, Civil</td>
<td>M, A</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Structural Mechanics and Static</td>
<td>Civil</td>
<td>M, V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Materials Technology</td>
<td>Materials</td>
<td>V, A</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Control System</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Pneumatic Engineering Design</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>M, A</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Electrical Electric single Phase Transformer</td>
<td>Civil</td>
<td>M, V</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Risk Assessment</td>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>M, V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Introduction to Project Management</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>M, V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Introduction to engineering</td>
<td>Chemical, Mechanical</td>
<td>M, V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Lab course: (Introduction to Process Engineering)</td>
<td>Chemical, Materials</td>
<td>M, V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Introduction to Biosystems Engineering</td>
<td>Biosystems</td>
<td>M, V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Introduction to Engineering (engineering ethics)</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>M, V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Introduction to engineering, Introduction to Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>General, Mechanical</td>
<td>M, V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Programming Fundamentals (1,2)</td>
<td>Electrical, Computer</td>
<td>M, A</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Mechanical Clutch Systems Design</td>
<td>Mechanical</td>
<td>M, V</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Computer Networks</td>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>General Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>M, V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Digital Hardware Design</td>
<td>Computer, Electrical</td>
<td>M, V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Course/ Subject</td>
<td>Field (Engineering)</td>
<td>Techniques</td>
<td>Platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Introduction to engineering</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>M, V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Engineering graphics</td>
<td>Mechanical</td>
<td>M, A</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Process Integration</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>M, A, V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Industrial Informatics (2)</td>
<td>Industrial Electronics</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Process control</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Virtual Lab</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>M, A</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Industry Management</td>
<td>Civil</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Thermodynamics</td>
<td>Mechanical</td>
<td>M, A</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Spatial ability</td>
<td>Civil, Electronics, Mechanical</td>
<td>M, A</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Renewable energy</td>
<td>Industrial Electronics</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>